Alpha Chi Omega:
For Alpha Chi Omega, we do recommendations 100% online through this link:
https://www.alphachiomega.org/resource-center/recommend-a-member/recruitment-r
ecommendation-form/
You have to be a member of good standing to submit a recommendation, which means
they have to be an alumni of AXO, and they will have to login to our website to submit
the application.
Here is a link with more
information:https://www.alphachiomega.org/resource-center/recommend-a-member/

Alpha Delta Pi:
These are submitted online through our national Alpha Delta Pi website:
https://www.alphadeltapi.org/page/potentialmembersandlegacies/

Alpha Phi:
We only accept recommendation letters from alumni, which can be found on
alphaphi.org.

Chi Omega:
For Chi Omega, only alumnae can submit letters of recommendation. These can be
completed and submitted through the following link
https://everyday.chiomega.com/Special-Pages/Sign-In?returnurl=%2f

Delta Delta Delta:
http://www.tridelta.org/resources/file.php?file_name=80283e57185d1159b6791756417
c9b98.pdf&sub_directory=null

Delta Gamma:
We do a system through Delta Gamma nationals where people have the option to fill our
recommendation forms on the Delta Gamma website. I will attach the link below!
https://www.deltagamma.org/recommendation-form

Gamma Phi Beta:

Recommendations in Gamma Phi can be done by alumni members and are done through
our online system. It can be found on our website Gammaphibeta.org > Membership >
About our Membership > Recommend a Member
Here is the link:
https://members.gammaphibeta.org/GPBMembers/Contact_Management/Sign_In.asp
x?LoginRedirect=true&returnurl=%2FGPBMembers%2FRIF%2FGPBMembers%2FRIF.
aspx%3Fhkey%3D200ed17b-0955-4a16-b2d2-c72bf876a2bd%26WebsiteKey%3De375b
063-83b6-4a85-97f1-37e04685fd57

Kappa Alpha Theta:
Theta only receives letters of recommendation from alumni of theta, but they can write it
for anyone (they do not have to be legacies).

Kappa Delta:
You have to be a kappa delta to submit a recommendation but it does not necessarily
have to be a legacy relationship! It’s done through the Kappa Delta website
kappadelta.org and the Kappa Delta woman will login to their member portal which is a
link in the corner of the home page. From there they can submit recommendations to
any Kappa Delta chapter in the country

Kappa Kappa Gamma:
If you have friends or family going through Formal recruitment that you want us to
lookout for please fill out a recommendation on the Kappa website. If your daughter,
grand-daughter or sister is going through formal recruitment please fill out all the

legacy info correctly! Cousins, aunts and any other extended family are not considered
legacy status, but we’ll still keep a close eye out!
-Go to www.kappakappagamma.org and login or create an account
-In the top right corner there’s a search bar, search for “reference system”
-It’ll give you Kappa’s suggested results and in that section click the Reference System
Link
-Scroll down and hit “Create a reference for a Potential New Member”.
-Fill out all of the required information and then anything else you can - the more info
the better!

Pi Beta Phi:
If alumnae want to send a recommendation for a PNM, they can go to pibetaphi.org and
go under the alumnae tab and find the recruitment information form and they can either
submit it online, send it to me via email, or some have even been sent through the mail.

Sigma Kappa:
For legacies specifically, they are asked to indicate if they are a legacy of our chapter and
if so we will confirm with National Headquarters of their legacy status. Additionally,
whoever they are a legacy of (mom, sister, step-mom, step-sister, aunt, grandmother)
can indicate that that individual will be going through the recruitment process.
For recommendations aside from legacies, anyone that knows an individual going
through recruitment is able to fill out a form (Recruitment Introduction Form or RIF)
that is sent to our National Headquarters who will then share that information with us.
This is a method we use with our chapter members to offer recommendations of people
they may know going through recruitment that is not already a legacy. This method isn't
really available to the PNMs to take part in on their own - they wouldn't be able to fill the
form out for themselves/it is not common for a PNM to ask to have someone fill out an
RIF, instead a sister would want to fill one out for somebody because they think she
would be a good fit for this chapter.

Zeta Tau Alpha:
We will accept recommendations if they have them and would like to send one to us, but
we do not require recommendations because Virginia Tech does not require them. Other
than that we don't have a formal process of dealing with recommendation letters.

